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Vape ban
affects local
businesses
Nicholas Tucker
News Editor

idea, that’s the one that’s a home run.”
Throughout his career spanning
over three decades, Peteet and his studio have worked for a wide range of
clients, such as the Texas Department
of Transportation, The Coca-Cola Co.,
the American Heart Association and
Chili’s Grill and Bar.
Regarding the evolution of his own
designs, Peteet said that he now prefers
simpler designs.
“At least that’s what I try to do, to
distill it, to make it as quick and easy to
absorb,” Peteet said. “The challenge is
that I want the visuals to work as hard
as the words. I want the headline to be
clever and be able to be interpreted in
more than one way.”
Peteet brought up an example of
the FedEx logo and the hidden arrow
between the letter ‘E’ and ‘x,’ a twist
or something unexpected that can add
meaning to the brand identity.

“Hello, [Ruze] 509, we’re going
out of business,” the cashier of Ellensburg’s specialty vape shop said answering the phone.
On Sept. 27, Washington state Gov.
Jay Inslee announced an executive order banning the sale of flavored vaping
products. This is in response to multiple investigations being undertaken by
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) as well as
state and local health departments into
multiple cases of severe lung disease
which has been associated with the use
of vapor products.
As of Oct. 1, the CDC states that
there have been 1,080 cases of lung
injury associated with e-cigarette and
vaping products, and 18 deaths as a result of these symptoms. A controversy
around the ban has erupted because
most of the affected patients have
reported a history of using vape cartridges containing illegal black-market THC vape fluid. Officials at the
CDC are currently investigating the
ingredients of these fluids with inconclusive results. They have, however,
advised that those who have switched
from cigarettes to vapor products not
switch back.
In the meantime, Gov. Inslee’s proposed ban would prohibit the sale of all
flavored vape products, legal and illegal, for 120 days before being potentially renewed.
“If I had a loved one, I would tell
them right now you are just playing dice
with your lungs if you are using these
products,” Inslee said at a press conference following his announcement.
Brendan Killeen, 26-year-old manager of Ruze 509 Ellensburg, thinks
that the discrepancy is due to financial
connections between state governments and large tobacco companies
like Philip Morris International.

Continued on Page 5

Continued on Page 3
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The Poster Show communicates a variety of topics and ideas from 15 nationally and internationally known graphic designers. Sarah Spurgeon Gallery will
house The Poster Show until Oct. 27.

Poster Show opens in Sarah Spurgeon Gallery
Mary Park
Scene Editor

On Oct. 3, Sarah Spurgeon Gallery
in Randall Hall opened an exhibit. The
Poster Show features the works of 15
nationally and internationally known
graphic designers and design educators.
Curated by David Bieloh, an associate professor of graphic design, the
posters are works done by Bieloh’s
former mentors and colleagues that
he had either worked with or associated with.
“These posters communicate a variety of themes and concepts and issues,”
Bieloh said. “I think good design raises
people’s awareness and the way they
think about different topics and issues.”
Rex Peteet is Bieloh’s colleague
and the senior vice president and the
creative director of design at Sherry
Matthews Group, as well as the founder and creative director of Studio Peteet Design in Austin, Texas.

Peteet gave a talk before the opening reception, explaining the background behind his work. Peteet said
he started out as a designer in The
Richards Group, an independent
branding agency in Dallas, Texas and
worked with mentors like Stan Richards, the founder, Bob Dennard and
Woody Pirtle.
“I had the opportunity to learn
from all these guys, assist these guys
and in some instances, work directly
for them,” Peteet said. “And those
guys still influence everything that I
do today.”
Peteet’s advice to graphic design
students is that it’s important to remember that this profession takes hours of
practice, but to keep working at finding
a good design.
“Graphic design, doing it well is really really hard,” Peteet said. “It rarely
comes easy. You’re incredibly fortunate
if it’s within your first five or six good
ideas, usually it’s the 20th or 30th great
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CWU welcomes new northside dining facilities
AJ St. John
Staff Reporter

At the beginning of fall quarter, an
expansion of available dining services
has accompanied the new hall, Dugmore.
The Northside Commons joins Holmes
Dining Room, and North Village Cafe
as a dining facility located on CWU
campus. The commons houses Panda
Express, the newest addition to CWU
Dining. It is also accompanied by the
1891 Cafe & Market (C&M). With the
focus on the residents of the northside of
campus, CWU has delivered.
“We don’t really have food on the north
end of campus,” said Joseph Pearson, executive director of auxiliary enterprises.
“We need to have a dining presence.”
Pearson states that the initial construction process was focused on the
residence hall. With updates to campus
housing comes updates to campus dining. Prior to the northside commons, the
closest dining north campus had was the
Northside Cafe. According to Pearson,
the addition of the new commons means
that students will no longer needed to
walk long distances for food.
Pearson said during the construction
process that they were able to talk about
how they can make this the best experience for students in the dining process.
For good practice, Pearson emphasized
the sustainability practices in the new dining hall such as the compostable utensils.
Pearson commented on the wide variety of grab-and-go items in the C&M.
The C&M provides easier access to campus meals and other items for those who
are further from the SURC. The C&M
cafe carries personal hygiene products
and snacks of large variety.
Students flood the dining hall during
typical lunch and dinner hours. This
new dining hall is also the only area of
campus that serves nitro coffee, according to Pearson.
“The fortune cookies are cool,” from
Ibrahim Sydock, a freshman at CWU.
The new dining services on the

Photos by Kyle Wilkinson/The Observer

The Northside Commons provides students with
new food options in the northeast end of campus.

northside of campus cater to the needs
of students like Sydock. The struggle
of walking to SURC to get a snack is an
outdated expectation for north campus
residents. The new dining facility allows
students to have a convenient distance for
them to grab necessities and snacks.
“My plan looking forward is probably
just to get to know a lot of freshmen and
have them pay for me so I don’t have
to worry about the prices,” Junior Ian
Collins said.
For those students with a meal plan,
the new dining facility utilizes Connection
Cards. Prices of Panda Express on campus were expected to be slightly higher
than the average, but even so, the pricing
matches the quality and quantity of food
that is received. Although off campus students pay full price, students like Collins,
find worth in eating at the commons.
In the end, Pearson said that under
the direction of the dining team, good
practices at the Northside Commons will
spread to the other dining services.
“We really try to make this a place
where students want to be, to gather, to
build community and to enjoy a good
meal,” Pearson said.

STILL SLEEPING ON THAT TIRED HAND-ME-DOWN MATTRESS?

Introducing...

Bed
in a

Box
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$399

Out of the box and ready
for bed! Stop by today for a
demonstration!

4th & Main
Downtown Ellensburg
509-925-9828

fitterersfurniture.com
Free delivery in the heart of Washington State

Don’t forget...We are always serving up warm
cookies and hot coffee. Stop in anytime.
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Vape ban threatens Ellensburg businesses
Continued from Page 1
In 1998, a lawsuit between 45 states
and the tobacco industry resulted in the
Master Settlement Agreement. In short,
tobacco companies agreed to cease advertising campaigns which used cartoons or any other methods that could
potentially appeal to children, and were
made to pay over $206 billion over the
following 25 years.
Up-front, the companies paid $12.74
billion. However, they also agreed to pay
an amount proportionate to their yearly
revenue in perpetuity. This can be seen as
a punitive measure, so that if the companies continue making more revenue off
of a dangerous product, they would still
have to take a proportionate financial hit.
However, this also means that the more
money tobacco companies make, the
more money is given to the state governments. This, Killeen believes, gives a
financial incentive for state governments

to ban vape products which are used as
an alternative to smoking.
Gov. Inslee’s office hasn’t made
mention of this potential connection as
of the time of publication.
As for Killeen himself, he doesn’t
know right now what will happen to
him if Ruze 509 closes. He has worked
for the shop in various forms for over 4
years and, while he said he has plenty of
marketable skills, his area of expertise
may vanish. Many may find themselves
in the same situation. Across the state
there are roughly 4,000 e-cigarette retailers, and thousands of people working at vape shops would lose their jobs
if the ban is voted in.
“The worst part is the uncertainty,”
Killeen said. “Even if they don’t vote
on the ban, there are increased taxes in
effect which will make things more expensive for customers and shops. I don’t
know how long small shops like this one
will be sustainable after the age increase
in January. We’re all really demoralized
because of it.”

Nicholas Tucker/The Observer

Brendan Killeen, 26, manager of Ruze 509’s Ellensburg location, has spent over four years selling vape products.
He now faces the fact that his industry of expertise may vanish, and he and thousands of others will be out of a job.

Nicholas Tucker/The Observer
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(Center) Employees at the opening of CI Security’s Ellensburg operations center, which will protect some of Ellensburg’s critical inferastructure. (Right) Founder Mike Hamilton shows off his tattoo of the CI Security logo.

New cybersecurity center trains and protects

Matt Escamilla
Staff Reporter

CI Security (CIS), a cybersecurity
company, has made Ellensburg the home
for its second operations center. According to Garrett Silver, CEO of CIS, the
company chose Ellensburg over Denver,
Colorado Phoenix, Arizona and Boise,
Idaho and many other locations across
the country. CIS had an open house on
Sept. 27.
CIS had two locations in the Northwest
prior to the Ellensburg location. The CIS
headquarters is located in Seattle and has
been since 2017. CIS’s first operations
center is in Bremerton.
According to Silver CIS needed a second security operations center in case the
Bremerton facility experienced an operational outage.
According to Silver, the idea of having
a second operations center within driving
distance of Seattle and Bremerton was an
added benefit.
According to Mike Hamilton, the
founder of CIS, having a new business
come to a town creates a beneficial oppor-

tunity for the local economy.
“It makes incredible sense for us strategically as a company to locate our operating centers near places like [Ellensburg],
because we have a pipeline of employees
who don’t want to leave,” Hamilton said.
Courtney Pecha, a security operations
center supervisor at the Ellensburg location, graduated last summer from CWU
with a degree in information technology
and administrative management with an
emphasis on cybersecurity. She has been
part of CIS since January, Pecha mentioned that Hamilton came to CWU to
talk to the Information Technology and
Administrative Management (ITAM) students about a year ago.
“I thought it was very exciting that
there was going to be a cybersecurity
company coming to a small town,” Pecha said.
According to Silver, CWU was very
receptive to the possibility of CIS coming
to Ellensburg.
“There was a real sense of partnership
between CWU and CI security as we were
looking for a place to put our security operations center,” Silver said.

Silver mentioned the three-step process in order to become a security analyst
at CIS. An internship with the company
lasts around six to eight weeks, while a
resident analyst position, which occurs after the internship, lasts three to six months.
If the trainee passes resident analyst training, they are then given the chance to become a security analyst.
According to Silver, their customers
are organizations that sustain the health
of communities, such as hospitals, utility
companies, and emergency response units.
“Our primary task is to investigate IDS
(intrusion detection system) events, some
of these events are found through threat
hunting, while some create tickets in our
queue automatically. For all investigations, we make determinations on whether
the events are false positives or malicious,
in which case we contact the customer. Analysts also monitor infrastructure
health, and work on various projects to
improve automated detections.”
The Ellensburg center has five employees at the moment, in the next two
years, CIS hopes to hire 25-50 more cyber analysts.

This upcoming January, the ITAM department will use a program called Pisces,
which was developed by CIS. According
to Andreas Bohman, Vice President of Operations at CWU, ITAM has built Pisces
into their curriculum for students to learn
CIS’s system.
According to Jake Milstein, Chief of
Brand Marketing and Content for CI Security the students using the Pisces program watch the city’s network, to monitor
potential cyber-attacks. If a cyber attack
takes place, CIS can contact their customer and resolve the issue.
Bohman is excited about the economic
development opportunities for Ellensburg
with the arrival of CIS.
“We are within driving distance to Seattle, Just 90 minutes away. This I think,
is a great opportunity for us to evolve
the job opportunities in Ellensburg and
complement jobs that are already here,”
Bohman said.
Bohman also mentioned that it’s important to understand and support the agricultural feeling of Ellensburg while also
providing students the chance to have high
tech jobs in Ellensburg.
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ASCWU: Who and what you need to know
Will Ortner
Staff Reporter

On Oct. 2, students filed into the SURC
Pit for their second chance to meet their
ASCWU representatives for this academic
year. Students who attended the meeting or
watched the live stream of the meeting on
88.1 the ‘Burg’s Facebook page were informed of valuable information that pertained
to each representative’s position. The officers
also gave a brief description of their duties.
The officer reports started with ASCWU’s Executive Vice President Alejandro
Alcantar. Alcantar’s duty as the executive
vice president is to find students to represent over 25 different committees. He is
also responsible for sitting on the Services
and Activities Fees Committee (S&A).
S&A approves budgets and programs
that directly link to the fees students pay.
On Oct. 15, the first meeting of S&A will
happen as members begin training on policies and procedures.
Vice President of Clubs and Organizations Ashley Klippert informed those who
were at the meeting about the clubs that she
oversees at CWU, of which there are over
130. Klippert’s job is to be the bridge between
the clubs at the university. Klippert does this
by overseeing the Club Council, the next
meeting date of which is Oct. 9.
Vice President of Academic Affairs Nicholas Mejia, gave his report next. Mejia’s job is
to be a person students can go talk to who can
alert the Provost of their issues.
Mejia briefly talked about a night where
students and faculty worked together to

Photos by Meghan Rochelle/The Observer

(Left) Jasmin Washington offered insight on the recent ICE raids in Ellensburg.
(Center) Mickael Candelaria (left) discussed Homecoming Weekend. To his right is Nicholas Mejia.
(Right) Zackary Turner mentioned that ASCWU had their first meeting on Sept. 30.

help students fill out their Free Application
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) to get as
much scholarship money as possible.
The evening will be on Oct. 8th from
3-5 p.m. in SURC 137. The office of financial aid will be there to help students
apply for scholarships.
Vice President of Equity and Community Affairs Jessica Hernandez’s proxy
gave their report on how successful the
Block Party was for the last week. They
deemed the Block Party successful because they ended up running out of food
and t-shirts. The Block Party was a place
where students could have fun while getting a chance to check out the organizations on campus.
Hernandez’s job is to support marginalized students on the campus of CWU. She
and her staff host many events like the Block
Party, for students and the local community to
attend to bring everyone closer together.
Mickael Candelaria, the vice president
of student life and facilities, used his time to

promote all of the different events that will
take place next week. Candelaria’s time was
spent on Wellington’s Wildfire, held next
Friday from 9-11 p.m. in the parking lot of
Nicholson Pavilion. Students will have the
opportunity to meet some athletes and chow
down on some free food.
Candelaria’s job is to make life for students as easy and fun as possible. He and
his staff do this by helping out with events
like Wellington’s Wildfire.
Zackary Turner, vice president of legislative affairs, is a liaison between ASCWU and Olympia to help with all legislative issues that are affecting students.
He had very few updates as the legislature
in Olympia is not in session right now.
For more information on what Turner and
his staff are doing, join his meetings on
Thursdays at 4 p.m. in SURC 236.
Lastly, ASCWU President Jasmin
Washington gave her report on what she
has been working on throughout the early
part of the quarter with the Student Search

Review Committee.
“This committee is just really designed
to make sure that our faculty and staff resemble our student body. Currently, we
are sitting at 15 students; but, we need 23
students to get started,” Washington said.
Those who wish to be on this committee and help get issues solved at CWU were
asked to talk to Washington as soon as possible. Without the 23 students, the committee cannot do its job and help students.
As ASCWU representatives, it is all of
their jobs to earn the trust of students and
that what ASCWU is doing is in CWU’s
best interest. Krister Persson, a CWU film
major, went to the ASCWU meeting and
was impressed with how the meeting went.
“Everything they talked about sounded positive, and they are trying to make
life on campus easy going and stress free,”
Persson said.
For those who are interested and would
like to attend the next meeting, ASCWU meets
every Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the SURC Pit.

Central Park

Decorating Contest (All Week)
Monday Movie Madness: Toy Story 4

CWU Women’s Volleyball
Central Talent Showcase

Brunch with the CWU Football Team
Dugmore Hall Grand Opening
Wildcat bRUNch 5K

facebook.com/centralparkwa
instagram.com/centralparkwa

1200 E. Helena Ave. Ellensburg, WA 98926

centralparkWA.com

Homecoming Dinner
Joel McHale Comedy Show
Wellington’s Wildfire
Alumni After Dark

CWU Football Pre-Game Student Tailgate
CWU Football vs. Azusa Pacific
CWUp Late: Hypnotist Chris Jones
CWUp Late: Rec Center Games
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Graphic designers made you look

Kyle Wilkinson/The Observer

Students tour “The Poster Show” on its opening night in the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery in Randall Hall. The gallery will house The Poster Show until Oct. 27.

Continued from Page 1
Throughout his career spanning
over three decades, Peteet and his studio have worked for a wide range of clients, such as the Texas Department of
Transportation, The Coca-Cola Co., the
American Heart Association and Chili’s
Grill and Bar.

Regarding the evolution of his own
designs, Peteet said that he now prefers
simpler designs.
“At least that’s what I try to do, to distill it, to make it as quick and easy to absorb,” Peteet said. “The challenge is that
I want the visuals to work as hard as the
words. I want the headline to be clever
and be able to be interpreted in more than
one way.”
Peteet brought up an example of

the FedEx logo and the hidden arrow
between the letter ‘E’ and ‘x,’ a twist
or something unexpected that can add
meaning to the brand identity.
He said that for posters, there’s only
a limited amount of time to capture the
viewer’s eye and communicate a message.
“So in that instance, you have to be
extremely brisk and to the point,” Peteet
said. “You want to be original, you want
to disrupt in some way, whether it’s with

a brilliant metaphor that stops you [and]
make you think about it.”
In the gallery, viewers can see posters with a wide range of styles, from
a single geometric shape to a jumble
of entangled lines, from bold to light
typefaces and from grayscale to fluorescent colors.
A large black and white halftone
poster by Daniel Jasper, shows a police
officer facing directly at the viewer and
holding a baton made up of the words:
“FORCE IS THE MIDWIFE OF EVERY
OLD SOCIETY PREGNANT WITH A
NEW ONE.”
Underneath the officer is a message
in bold font: “WHAT DID YOU DO IN
THE OCCUPATION DADDY?”
For Christian McGirk, senior studio
art student who studies and makes wooden sculptures and dabbles in graphic design, said this poster stands out the most.
“It reminds me of my own history,”
McGirk said. “[When] I was an angsty
teenager, mad at the government.”
Noreen Johnson, a local from Yakima, and Vanessa Bivens, Peteet’s wife
who joined him on the trip from Colorado, talked about the simplicity behind
some of the posters.
“A lot of them have lots of verbiage
on the side because they’re giving you
more specifics,” Johnson said. “I like the
simple ones.”
Bivens said after hearing Peteet talk,
she learned that the simple designs have
a lot of work behind them.
“It looks simple, but it’s really distilling a complicated idea down to a graphic
design,” Bivens said. “The idea, for me,
of making the image simple is really important because you only have a second
to grab that person.”
The Poster Show will be on display
until Oct. 27. Sarah Spurgeon Gallery is
located in Randall Hall on Dean Nicholson Boulevard and is open weekdays
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., and on weekends,
1-4 p.m. Admission is free.

The President’s Own Marine Band played in Ellensburg
Reese Burke
Staff Reporter

The President’s Own Marine Band
has been a beloved American tradition
for 221 years, making it the nation’s
oldest military band. Congress passed
an act in 1798 in hopes to provide music for the president and the Marine
Corps. Members of The President’s
Own Marine Band have no combat duties, their duty is to provide music for
the president and the Marine Troop as
well as provide music on tours of the
United States.
For the first time in its history, The
President’s Own Marine Band, played
in Ellensburg last Thursday, Oct. 3. The
band is on their annual tour of western
America. Their show at CWU was the
second on their 28 show run.
According to the concert’s program
The President’s Own Marine Band was
invited by President John Adams to play
in what was then the incomplete Executive Mansion to ring in the new year:
1801. The band played for Thomas Jefferson’s inauguration, a performance
that would begin the tradition of The
President’s Own Marine Band playing at
every presidential inauguration that fol-

lowed Jefferson’s.
The band began in 1799 under the direction of William Farr who led the band
until 1804. Since then the band has many
different directors, most famously: John
Phillip Sousa who directed the band from
1880 to 1892. Sousa composed many of
the marches The President’s Own Marine
Band plays to this day, Sousa was even
dubbed “The March King”. The current
President’s Own Marine Band is under
the direction of Colonel Jason K. Fetting.
Colonel Jason K. Fetting directs
160 members. Of those 160 members,
the majority of them are musicians.
130 musicians belong to the President’s
Own Marine band, as well as 5 officers,
22 full-time professionals who work “in
administration, library, music production, operations, communications, recording, stage managing, and supply”.
The 160 members also include 13 members of the Fleet Marine force who help
with administration, supply and work as
stage managers.
To audition for the President’s Own
Marine Band a person simply has to be
18 and eligible to enlist in the Marines.
A person interested will audition before
they enlist. The auditions are a vigorous
two day process. Prior to auditions hopeful musicians are sent home with music

to practice and be read to play at auditions. There are around 100 people who
audition for each spot.
Trumpet player, Gunnery Sergeant
James McClarty said the love the opportunity to bring music to the people.
“[The President’s Own Marine Band]

greatly enjoys being able to meet the
people who come out to their shows,
the people who show support to both the
band and the troops,” said McClarty.

Pregnant?
You don’t have to
make decisions alone
Visit us:

111 E 4th Ave
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Windfall
Cider Fest
Story by Mary Park | Photos by Meghan Rochelle | Design by Aiden Knabel

Sweet, fruity, dry, tart, hoppy, herbal: whether you’re a beer drinker or a wine
drinker, there’s a cider for everyone.
On Oct. 6, locals and visitors from all over Washington and other neighboring
states like Oregon, Montana and Idaho gathered for the Windfall Cider Fest, united
by their love for local craft cider and live music.
At the Western Village in the Ellensburg Rodeo Arena, there was vibrant Bluegrass and American roots music to make your head bob, fairy lights and heat lamps
to keep you warm and glasses of effervescent drinks to keep you refreshed.
The event hosted by Kittitas Environmental Education Network (KEEN) had
people stay long after dark.
Attendees were given a tasting glass and six tickets for trying six different ciders and perries offered from a dozen new and returning cider houses, as well as
wine from Ellensburg Canyon Winery and craft beer from Iron Horse Brewery.
Additional tickets were available for purchase if attendees wanted to try more than
six flavors.
Union Hill Cider Co.
Union Hill Cider Co., from East Wenatchee, introduced two ciders ranging from
semi-dry to off-dry.
Andrew Handley and his wife, Katja Handley said they were already growing
dessert fruit like honeycrisp, fuji and pink lady apples. They started out with an
interest in cider five years ago that grew into a passion after learning more about it
through a cidery called Snowdrift Cider Co. and started experimenting.
“Our little tagline is we’re a union of friends, family and orchardists, so my
husband is a third-generation orchardist,” Katja Handley said. “We’re really trying
to educate on cider varietals. “
Their pinkheart cider, made up of dabinett, red fleshed and cripps pink apples
is a medium-bodied, semidry cider with sharp tart notes of raspberry and rhubarb.
“We learned that you have to use the right apples to make cider that has interesting characteristics and has tannins and has complex flavors,” Handley said. “So
we started last year making cider and playing with those apple varieties and making
cider that we enjoy and hopefully everybody else enjoys.”
Locals enjoy sips of cider, music and company
Dave Camarata is an Ellensburg local who said he and his wife were invited to
the event by friends.
“This is my first time here, I’m more of a wine drinker,” Camarata said. “I wanted to give cider, the different varieties a try.”
His favorite was the spice apple pie, a sweet dessert cider with unique notes of
cinnamon and nutmeg.
The Camaratas and their friends sat at a picnic table, talking to each other while
listening to the live band.
“We’re enjoying the company, the music, the fall weather,” Alena Camarata
said. “It’s a nice community event supporting a cause.”
She said they’d enjoyed the Golden Delicious and the Pineapple Mango ciders.
Rose Amrhein and Courtney Aucoin, two CWU graduate students, sat at a
bench, both holding Wheel Line Cider’s bourbon barrel-aged apple wine, of which
they said they can taste the bourbon but also the classic apple cider.
“It’s a really good fall event,” said Amrhein. “Like your backyard event.”
Aucoin agreed and said, “It has a good vibe of Western small-town feel, it’s
representative of Ellensburg.”

Snowdrift Cider Co.
Snowdrift Cider Co., a family-owned hard cider maker from Eastern
Wenatchee, had two ciders called red cider and cliffreaks blend.
Cameron Folden is an assistant cider maker at Snowdrift who came to the
event last year as well.
He said that at Snowdrift, their mission is to use apples with intent and with
purpose, the tannin and polyphenol in the different varieties and bring out the
rich characteristics out in the cider.
“For us,” Folden said. “It’s all about expressing the different types of varieties and types of apples that we have.”
The red cider is made from red-fleshed apples that are “two generations removed from the wild apples of Kazakhstan,” has a bright rosy color and tastes
tarty, packed with different fruits.
“This one’s more fruit-forward,” Folden said. “You can taste the strawberry,
rhubarb, watermelon and that’s all coming from the apple itself.”
Jayde Kettner, an Ellensburg local and recent CWU graduate, took a sip of
the “Cliffbreaks Blend.”
“I like it,” Kettner said. “It’s not too sweet, not too bitter.”
For Folden, helping people navigate the different types of cider is what he
enjoys most about being in the cider business.
“I mean I love making it and selling it,” Folden said. “But educating people
on what it is, it’s really unique. People know about wineries because wine did a
good job of educating people.”
Washington Gold Cider
Oscar Ocampo, a salesperson for Washington Gold and Cider, introduced
three ciders made from apples grown in Lake Chelan, Washington: spiced apple
pie, northwest raspberry and golden delicious.
A man in a Busch beer cap took a sip of the spiced apple pie and said, “I
almost want to warm it up. I want this for Thanksgiving dinner.”
A woman next to him added, “It’s your grandma’s apple pie in a cup.”
According to their info sheet, the golden delicious and Northwest raspberry
won many awards from various cider and beer festivals. At the San Diego International Beer Festival in 2017, golden delicious took silver.
“The golden delicious goes down like apple juice with carbonation, it has
some sweetness to it but it’s not overly sweet,” Ocampo said. “The Northwest
raspberry has an apple base and then we add the raspberries from Lynden, Wash-

ington to it so that it balances that one out, kind of has a
raspberry jam characteristic to it.”
Ocampo also helps to run the cider house in Lake
Chelan, which opened about three weeks ago.
“It an outdoor venue, so you can actually enjoy the
view of Lake Chelan,” Ocampo said. “Bring your family,
your dog, we have a cheese shop and a barbecue right
next door so it’s like the perfect location.”
Windfall to raise funds for KEEN
Sarah Maes, Windfall chair and a member at KEEN
board of directors, said this year was the third time they
held the event.
“The first year, we just did a small test,” Maes said.
“We just had one room, three cider houses and one band
and it was a really nice party, just to see if there’s interest
in starting something like this and we had a really good
turnout, so we decided to grow it last year.”
Maes said the name “Windfall” has different meanings behind it other than wind blowing fruit off trees.
“Windfall also is a term for an unexpected benefit, like
a surprise bonus of some kind,” Maes said. “And there’s
a category of cider that’s called windfall cider. If you’re
thinking of wine, it would be like late harvest wine, with
extra ripe fruit at the end of the season, more scrumpy
cider, so the fruit is really ripe and it’s a lot sweeter.
Maes said she came up with the idea of cider fest as
she visited different brew fests and wine tasting events.
“Cider started growing on me,” Maes said. “I like that
there’s sweet cider, there’s fruity-flavored cider, margarita cider and all the way to dry, bitter, herbs and hops even.
And I thought, how come nobody’s doing a cider fest, I
want to go to a cider fest where I can go to a place and try
twenty different ciders in a day.”
The funds raised from Windfall will go toward
KEEN’s long-term goal of building an interpretive center

at Helen McCabe State Park that can be used for multifunction purposes, as a museum, indoor and outdoor
classroom and event space.
“It’s really important for people to learn about this
area,” Maes said. “I mean, the Yakima River Canyon, is
a unique place in the world, it has endangered wildlife, a
rare ecosystem. So ultimately, the money raised from this
event will go to helping to educate people that are driving
down there and stopping and all the fly fishermen, all the
people that float in the river, the hikers.”
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CWU student Ruby Nambo gets published in literary journal

Kyle Wilkinson/The Observer

Ruby Nambo began writing poetry in eighth grade and had her first work published in winter of 2018. Nambo uses her work to speak out as a voice to represent
“poets of color.”

Cassandra Hays
Editor-in-Chief

Ruby Nambo, a first-generation college student majoring in English education, will have her poetry published
in the fall 2019 edition of the “New Directions for Student Leadership” literary
journal. She is the only undergraduate to
have her poetry featured in this edition of
the journal.

Nambo grew up in Sultan, Washington. Growing up in a Spanish speaking
household, Nambo said she struggled
with reading and writing when she entered elementary school. According to
Nambo, her first grade teacher expressed
concerns to her parents about Nambo’s
trouble with reading and writing. Nambo’s teacher suggested that she start writing short stories.
While Nambo disliked the idea at
first, she slowly began to grow an interest

in writing. Nambo recalled constructing
picture books out of printer paper and
staples, and creating short stories to accompany her drawings.
From there, Nambo fell in love with
writing. She began writing poetry in the
eighth grade and continued to write as
a hobby throughout high school. When
Nambo came to CWU in fall 2015,
she intended to major in pre-medicine.
While her classes kept her busy, Nambo
still pursued her love of writing poetry

on the side.
“I relied on writing as a way of self
care and destressing,” Nambo said.
Nambo realized her passion for writing was stronger than her passion for
medicine, and changed her major to English education after her first quarter at
central. The first time Nambo performed
her poetry at CWU was at an open mic
night in the winter 2016. Soon after,
Nambo performed at Showtime at Central. She said reading her poetry made
her realize how much she enjoyed inspiring other people.
Common themes in Nambo’s poetry
include growth, reflection, identity and
social justice causes. She is actively involved with the Equity Services Council and the Diversity and Equity Center
(DEC), as well as the First Generation
Student Organization.
Nambo has been asked by DEC to
read her poetry at several events, most
recently at the 2019 Diversity Awards.
“There’s not a lot of poets of color,
especially Latina women like myself,”
Nambo said. “That voice needs to be
heard, that voice needs to be expressed
and be appreciated.”
Nambo first had her work published
in Manastash in winter 2018. Soon after,
she was featured in an anthology called
“Washington’s Best Emerging Poets,” as
well as “America’s Best Emerging Poets:
Pacific Region.”
Nambo wants to continue writing and
publishing poetry. In the future, Nambo
wants to teach middle school English. She
hopes to use her experience and her work
as an example for her future students.
“I want to share those works and inspire students,” Nambo said. “Students
can say ‘if my teacher can do that, so
can I.’”

The Anos of Ano Delivery make food delivery easy
Jackson McMurray
Staff Reporter

Kyle Wilkinson/The Observer

Juan Zamorano (left) and Dante Palmisano (right) started planning their business in January of 2019. Ano
Delivery was up and running by April and the two CWU students have been delivering food ever since then.

Ano Delivery is a local business started by two CWU students, Dante Palmisano and Juan Zamorano, whose last
names both end with “ano.” Through
their website, anodelivery.com, customers can order food from any restaurant in
Ellensburg and have it delivered to their
door for a fee which can be as low as $6.
Palmisano and Zamorano met at
work washing dishes, and were inspired
to start the business after a previous delivery company, Ellensburg Delivery,
stopped operation.
“One day I just remember looking at
Dante in the eyes, and I was really serious,” Zamorano said. “I was like tomorrow we’re starting a food delivery
business. And then that next day we met
upstairs in the SURC and we started
planning it out.”
That was January, and after three
months of planning, web design and
meeting with local restaurants, Ano Delivery was up and running in April.
The company currently doesn’t have
any employees, save a couple of volunteers, and only operates from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. on most days. These scheduled
hours allow the small crew to guarantee
service for all orders, as opposed to most
app-based delivery services, which are
dependant on driver availability.
Ano Delivery differentiates itself
from companies like Uber Eats and Postmates with its wide selection of restaurants.Their service plugs certain businesses as “associates” on their website,

but they will deliver from any restaurant
in town regardless.
“We went to every single restaurant,
there are about 80 resturaunts in town,”
Palmisano said. “The reason why we
choose [the term] ‘associate’ is because
we’re not binding them to any contract
with us, we’re just working closely with
them. It’s almost like a friendship or a mutual understanding.”
The Anos tried their best to keep
their prices reasonable, thinking about
what they themselves would pay for the
service and settled on a flat $6 fee, with
some stipulations. For the most part, everything in Ellensburg is within a 5-mile
radius, so gas prices and delivery times
aren’t among their top concerns.
The work is paying off, according to
Palmisano and Zamorano. They make
between 10 and 20 deliveries a day.
“If we could scale it up to around 30
or 40 that would be so cool, we could
start hiring more people,” Zamorano
said. “But that’s kinda more big picture.”
In the future, Ano Delivery hopes to
expand the scope of their deliveries. They
have their eyes set on groceries, alcohol
and possibly even cannabis delivery.
The service is always working to
improve their interface, according to
Palmisano. They hope to improve their
website over the coming months and
start development on a dedicated Ano
Delivery App.
Ano delivery can be ordered through
their website anodelivery.com, or via call
or text at (509) 420-5653.
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Wepa printing leaves me weeping
Kyle Wilkinson
Columnist

Wepa printing? More like makeme-wanna-weep printing. You know,
those new printer stations around
campus? The ones that have “Print
Faster” plastered above each kiosk?
Yeah, they irritate me.
Every time I see one of the kiosks,
I think of the printer-smashing scene
from the movie “Office Space” (1999).
I came into the school library this
past summer to print out some paperwork. I figured it would just be
a quick login on a school computer,
some quick typing, a few clicks and
bam, job is sent and I walk a few steps
to the printer to grab my paperwork.
Piece of cake and I’m out of the library in less than five minutes.
I guess I didn’t realize that there
weren’t any “regular” printers in the
library when I walked in. I was unaware that our tech fees paid for new
Wepa printers. I was upset that my
Connection Card wasn’t set up yet and
that I needed a six-digit PIN to secure
my account.
Those five minutes turned into 20.
I was nearly late for an appointment
because of it.
Fast forward to September and the
first week of classes. I, and everyone
else on campus, received an email
from the Student Tech Fee Council
about the “new student printing solu-

tion to campus called Wepa.”
They’ve caused more of a problem
than a solution.
For starters, I now have to remember another set of PIN numbers. I forgot my original PIN and had to log in
on my computer to reset my account
so I could type in a different set of
numbers to use in the future.
If available I can log into a computer with my CWU login, send it to a
printer and be done with it. But some
printers are not located near available
computers. Now I have to clog my
phone with yet another app and make
sure to have my Connection Card
handy. Just another obstacle in my
way to printing.
The email also pointed out that
there would be “no more standing in
long lines at the SURC or [Brooks]
Library or trying to get into a computer lab before a class starts because the
best feature to this system is that you
will be able to print to the Wepa Printer Cloud App from anywhere and from
any device.”
Not only that, but our printing fees
have decreased since last year. We are
now given $10 to start each quarter
and I feel like I am more limited on
how much and what I can print.
Just last week I waited for five
minutes at a Wepa kiosk in Bouillon
Hall for someone to finish typing in
their information. I had less than two
minutes to print and rush off to my

next class in another building. If I had
been able to send my paperwork to a
printer from a computer, I wouldn’t
have had to wait for someone to finish
typing things in and I could have simply picked up my paperwork on my
way out the door.
I think these Wepa printers have
created more trouble than ways to fix
past issues. I now have to wait in lines

seems, to put it mildly, in poor taste. In an
age of 4Chan, incels and mass shooters,
is a movie about an ostracized white man
becoming a violent criminal dangerous?
Or is it the movie we need?
“Joker” is a movie that absolutely deserves every praise that it’s been given.
In terms of dialogue, tone, cinematography and performances it’s an absolute
knockout. It’s powerful, it’s evocative,
and it’s deeply unsettling in all the ways it
wants to be. Composer Hildur Guðnadóttir delivers a mesmerizing score with very
unique instrumentation, and cinematographer Lawrence Sher puts the whole thing
in the most beautiful possible images. The
lighting is colorful and always paints the
title character with a sunken paleness, the
camera hangs lovingly on his grotesquely slender body, highlighting and furthering the incredible work Phoenix is doing
on screen.
And of course, the biggest talking point
was always going to be the Joker himself.
Jaoquin Phoenix’s take on the character is
truly unique, which is impressive given
that he’s working in the most over-crowded market of all fictional characters. His
Joker, named Arthur Fleck, is oddly infantile. He speaks with a high voice, and with
the vocabulary and inflection of a 10-yearold. When he’s happy he grins widely and
without self-consciousness, but when he’s
wronged he furrows his brow, confused
by the harshness of the world. He feels
stunted and deeply wounded, like a deer
in life’s headlights. He is, first and foremost, a victim.
“Joker” feels like the strongest of all
possible executions of writer/director
Todd Phillips’ vision for the movie, an
upsetting and harsh take on a classic character that has been pushing boundaries

for years. But what is that vision exactly?
Well, in the end it’s not much.
“Joker” is a movie that absolutely deserves every criticism that it’s been given.
“The King of Comedy” is a Martin
Scorcese picture from 1982, and if you’ve
seen it before, you’ll find “Joker” to be a
touch familiar. It’s the story of a socially inept amateur stand-up comic, who is
obsessed with a popular talk show host.
Without spoiling either movie too much,
I’ll suffice it to say that the films are incredibly similar, for better or for worse.
But a key difference between the two is
that “The King of Comedy” is about celebrity obsession and the negative effect it can
have on people, while “Joker” is about...
well, not really anything.
Arthur Fleck is a victim of society,
he’s been let down by politicians, coworkers, citizens of Gotham, his social
services case worker, and the women of
the world who won’t give him attention
(whatever that means). For the majority of
the film, the violence caused by the joker
is not the result of an evil man making evil
decisions, but of a victim who has been
tripped into horrible circumstances by a
society that is out to destroy him. It takes
a stance that reads “oh woe is us, if only
the world were better, then bad things
wouldn’t happen as much.”
The title character has no agenda, no
particular beliefs, but only pursues what
is important to him in the moment, sewing discord and violence in his wake like
a reverse Paddington. It takes place in a
Gotham City that is riddled with crime,
violence, disease and corruption. Against
the backdrop of this comically miserable
city, the Joker pits the wealthy self-centered elites of Gotham against the angry
and violent masses, all while minding his

for people to finish printing. I have
to remember more passwords. I have
to track down new printer kiosks in
different halls, the library, the SURC
and 1891 Bistro. I strongly dislike this
new system and wish I had been asked
for student input before the Student
Tech Fee Council decided to spend my
fees on this.

Sugar Thai Cuisine
The Best of Thai Food

10% Off Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine
(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
306 N Pine St, Ellensburg, WA 98926

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Thurs. 11am - 9pm
Fri. & Sat. 11am - 9:30pm
Sun. Noon - 9pm

“Joker” is a beautiful film with nothing to say
Jackson McMurray
Columnist

Like the red pill from “The Matrix”
(1999) or Pepe the frog before him, the
Joker is a piece of iconography with a troublesome recent past. Heath Ledger played
the role in “The Dark Knight” (2008),
and was so profoundly disturbed by the
experience that he tragically overdosed
during the film’s post production. Twelve
people were killed at a midnight screening of “The Dark Knight Rises” (2012) in
Aurora, Colorado by a man who later told
the police “I am the Joker.” More recently,
the Joker has become an icon for anonymous online men on incel forums and altright websites. The Joker, as a toxic online
symbol, has become powerful enough that
people have started to take notice.
Many on the internet have risen to meet
this phenomena with memes at the expense
of self-serious Joker fanatics. Putting the
character underneath text espousing the
profound importance of gaming ridicules
the character’s popularity with devout
gamergaters, and the phrase “we live in
a society,” often paired with the clown in
question’s visage, has become a shorthand
for a statement that isn’t as profound as the
speaker thinks it is.
Enter Todd Phillips’ “Joker” (2019),
a self-serious Scorsese-esque tragedy
about a deeply socially inept man who
is driven too violence by his chronic exclusion. Ever since this movie debuted at
the Venice Film Festival (where it won
the Golden Lion), it has been the subject
of intense controversy. Nearly across the
board critics are impressed by the creative
vision of the movie and Jaoquin Phoenix’s
powerhouse performance, but to many in
the context of our modern world the film

own business, a move that seems to say
not that there are good people on both
sides, but rather that there are bad ones.
If you were ever excited for this
movie, you should see it. It delivers
everything that it promises, and it’s a
superhero blockbuster truly unlike anything a studio has ever produced. If you
found yourself ambivalent during the
marketing blitz, you’re probably okay.
There’s nothing in this movie that will
win over a cynic.
But is the movie dangerous? For
my money, no. Violence is a big complicated issue and can almost never be
traced back to a singular source. Saying “Joker” will cause violence is comparable to saying that “Grand Theft
Auto” will: maybe there will be some
influence subconsciously, but for people
who weren’t already poised to commit
crimes, it’s perfectly safe. On the other
hand though, saying it will be a cultural tentpole for incels, or a favorite conversation piece for insufferable dudes
with “unpopular opinions” is a pretty
safe bet. But for better or for worse, the
movie is out there, and there’s nothing
we can do about it now.
All I know for sure is that “Joker,”
much like its title character states in the
third act, doesn’t seem to believe in anything. It’s a deeply cynical movie with
a harsh take on the world, but offers no
solutions, or even reasons for why that
could be. The movie is tragic, beautiful, suspenseful and evocative, but it’s
not in service of any greater purpose.
Todd Phillips truly put in the work to
produce something strong and striking, but the result is still a movie that
seems to posit nothing more than that
we live in a society.
Graphic by Teagan Kimbro
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Play for kicks or play to win

Samantha Cabeza
Staff Reporter

Registration has officially begun for
intramural flag football, indoor soccer
and archery tag for the fall quarter.
The deadline is approaching for
indoor soccer and basketball on Oct.
15. For team sports, there is a team
fee of $20 to be paid by one representative at the time of registration.
Each quarter has A season and
B season with a starting and ending
date for each. For fall quarter, team
registration has closed for volleyball and flag football, but you still
have the opportunity to join teams
in the league.
Varsity sports are known for being
competitive and being for students
who are more experienced in their
sport of choice. These teams usually
compete with different schools.
Intramural Sports and Special
Events Coordinator Shana Kessler
defined intramural sports as organized play with no practice or set
times and is open to anybody, no
matter the skill level. Twenty teams
are currently registered for the fall
quarter. There are no tryouts for intramural sports.
“Intramural sports benefit those
who are former varsity players who
did not want to continue playing in
college,” Kessler said. “Or they never
have played the sport a day in their life
and are looking to try it out.”
“We have introduced new divisions
this quarter,” Kessler said. “Co-Rec,
Open and Crimson League.”
Co-Rec Division is open to any-

Scott Hastings/CWU Intramural Sports

CWU Intramural Sports now offers separate divisions for casual players and players who want to compete.

body regardless of skill set and gender.
Intramural sports are played exclusively between teams here at CWU.
They also offer a less competitive game
that invites students to both watch and
play without having to choose sides.
“An example for co-rec is that if
you are playing flag football, there will
be eight players instead of seven. There
will be an equal amount of female-identifying players as there are male-identi-

fying players,” Kessler said.
Open Division is for players who
want to play based on interest in the
sport, not on skill-level. Crimson
League is for more experienced players
who know the sport well.
Kessler began her work at CWU
on Sept. 3 after working all around
the country with different intramural
sports clubs and organizations.
Kessler chose to work at CWU be-

cause it is one of the only schools to
have the Student Union and the Recreation Center merged into one building with such a “unified front.” Kessler
stated that CWU is one of the only college campuses in which both entities
work together successfully.
“It is such a unique set up and structure that I have always believed is
important to the student experience,”
Kessler said. “You can access activities, civic engagement, recreation and
food all in one central location.”
Court C and Court D in the recreation center are the primary locations.
Outdoor sports are located at the outdoor sports complex.
CWU offers intramural staple sports
like flag football and indoor soccer that
are offered every year at all colleges
that have the program.
Kessler said she loves it when students approach her with ideas to play
sports that are not typically offered
at every college. She also hopes that
CWU will offer more unique sports in
the near future, like inner tube water
polo and battleship canoe swamping.
Mark Farmer, a flag football and archery tag player, was drawn to play intramural sports because they are almost
like hobbies. Farmer is also an employee at the Recreation Center, which he
said is an amazing place to work while
attending CWU.
Farmer’s favorite part about playing intramural sports and working at
the Recreation Center is that it keeps
him active.
“I’m not trying to be a couch potato!” Farmer said.

Preparing to battle the national champions
Pilar Cuevas
Staff Reporter

Wildcat soccer will hit the road to
take on national champion team Con-

cordia University (CU) on Oct. 12.
The team has to compete against
three national championship teams. According to Head coach Micheal Farrand,
among them are Seattle Pacific Universi-

Caleb Dunlop/CWU Athletic Communications

Wildcat soccer has a 1-5 losing record against national champions Concordia University.

ty (SPU), Western Washington University (WWU) and CU.
Farrand said that they have struggled against CU in the past. According to the Wildcat Sports website,
the Wildcats have a 1-5 losing record
against CU.
“Whether you’re one of the top teams
or one of the bottom teams, the west region is so competitive, you have to play
every game like it is a World Cup game,”
Farrand said.
The Wildcats have an overall record of 4-4. Last week they won 2-0
against Saint Martin’s University and
lost 0-2 against WWU. The Wildcats
won 2-1 against Simon Fraser University, 1-0 against California State University, East Bay and 2-1 against Fresno Pacific University. CWU lost with
close games of 0-1 against California
State University San Marcos, 2-4 to
University of Hawaii at Hilo and 2-3 to
Hawaii Pacific University.
Farrand said that they have a great
team this year, but they have lost key
players due to injuries, one being one
of the top forwards in the league. The
players’ names are protected by HIPAA
privacy rules. On the other hand, CU
suffers their own disadvantages with a
loss of 12 senior players. CU is having
a losing season with a 2-6 record after
losing to SPU.

Midfielder Sydney Lowe said something that sets the Wildcats apart from
other teams is their ability to possess the
ball,which, according to her, is something other teams in the conference
struggle with.
Farrand said that another strength is
speed. He said they have been doing a
good job playing fast together.
Lowe said they never go into a game
with the mindset that they will easily
win. She said they need to go into every
game as if they were going to war and
they need to play aggressively if they
want to win.
Forward Peyton Vogel said that each
game is its own battle. She said each
game comes with a new set of challenges
to overcome.
Midfielder Olivia Sloan believes a
skill the Wildcats possess is passing and
closing together as a team. She said they
don’t play as individuals, they play as
one. They excel in agility and synchronized movements.
According to Sloan, the Wildcats
practice three times a day. She said a
strategy they utilize is walkthroughs.
This allows them to slow everything
down and get a better understanding of
their plays.
“What motivates me is knowing I’ll
have support from the rest of the team.
They are like my family,” Vogel said.
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Cross country gears up for WWU Classic
Aeryn Kauffman
Staff Reporter

With a focus on hard training and
team encouragement, several cross
country team members are feeling
particularly confident about the upcoming meet.
The CWU cross country team is
preparing for the Western Washington
University (WWU) Classic, held at Sudden Valley Golf Course in Bellingham,
Washington on Oct. 12.
Lily Tyrrell, a transfer from Eastern
Washington University, is running in
her first season here at CWU.
“I’m excited just to compete. I think
competing is a great way to prove yourself humbly,” Tyrrell said. “Training
and then [being] able to compete is a
way that you can show how much work
you’ve put in.”
Tyrrell believes vocal encouragement among her teammates is crucial.
She said that is why the team did so well
at Western Oregon University.
Rajesh Gill, a runner on the men’s
cross country team, attests to Tyrrell’s
comment. Because of the great support
among teammates, he is motivated to
do well.
“It’s really cheesy, but I really want
to do well for my teammates,” Gill said.
“They really inspire me and push me to
that next level.”
Head coach Kevin Adkisson said
that next level can mean a few minutes
or more of time difference. That’s why

it’s important to train mentally as
well as physically.
Caitlin Gohr, a runner on the
women’s cross country team, has
a specific strategy for overcoming
mental hurdles during a race.
“The night before races I like
to envision myself racing the
course step-by-step and overcoming those mental barriers ahead of
time before I’m in the situation.”
Gohr said.
The visualization technique, “can
have a direct and positive impact on
performance,” according to Dr. Jim
Bauman, PhD, sport and human performance psychologist.
“When that time arises, I’m more
equipped to get over those issues,”
Gohr said.
Adkisson has shifted the team’s
focus towards strength and speed.
“We’re late enough in the season
that we’re really focusing in on our
race pace, intensity on our hard days
and then adding some true finishing
type speed,” Adkisson said.
Adkisson said finishing speed has
been the basis of their training for the
past month, along with looking at statistics together and acknowledging players
who are improving.
Gohr said steady improvement is
key. She said if runners aren’t showing steady improvement it could mean
there is a physical or mental barrier
preventing advancement. Gohr, along
with Trevor Allen, a runner on the

Caleb Dunlop/CWU Athletic Communications

Wildcat cross country is placing their focus on strength and finishing speed going into their fifth
week of competition.

men’s cross country team, agree that
it’s important for the team to track
progress and keep an eye on physical
and mental health.
Allen refers to this as “[taking] care
of the little things.” He said, “getting
lots of sleep, working hard and training
hard [is how to] make sure everyone’s
ready to go.”
Tyrrell is inspired by Olympic cham-

pion Allyson Felix to have a great work
ethic and positive attitude. Felix has won
the most Olympic gold medals as a female in track and field history.
“[Felix] has had a lot of adversity. When
I’m having a hard day or I don’t feel like
things are going my way, I see her example
of being able to get through hard things and
still come out successful and with a positive attitude. It’s really cool,” Tyrrell said.
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W H AT ’ S H A P P E N I N G
THURS. OCT. 10
National Cyber Security
Awareness Month
12 p.m. • SURC Pit • Free
Be cyber aware! A panel of
cyber security experts will share
their knowledge. Free T-shirts
while supplies last.

2

Ask a
barista

3
1

Dear Barista,
2

4
5
3

6

Sincerely,
Dirty Chai

Talent in the Tropics
9:30 p.m. • Nicholson Pavilion
CWU’s Residence Hall
Association (RHA) hosts the
annual Central Talent Show,
“Talent in the Tropics,” featuring
a variety of acts from current
Wildcats. Join the fun directly
following the CWU Volleyball
game at 7 p.m.
FRI. OCT. 11
Homecoming Comedy Show
8 p.m. • SURC Ballroom
$18 Students/$25 GA
Joel McHale is CWU’s
headlining Homecoming
Comedian. Best known as the
quick-talking, rule-bending
ex-lawyer Jeff Winger in
“Community,” McHale has been
making audiences laugh out
loud for years. Comedian J.F.
Harris will open for McHale.
Grab your tickets at cwu.edu/
tickets!
Wellington’s Wildfire
9 p.m. • Nicholson Pavilion
Parking Lot • Free
Gather around the bonfire and
celebrate CWU Homecoming!
88.1 The ‘Burg will provide
music as you enjoy BBQ food,
games and contests.

What’s the best fall drink? I get
a lot of fluff back on drinking
tea so I’m looking to expand my
coffee endeavors.

Dear Dirty Chai,

Across:
1. Holiday in October
2. Another word for fall
3. Popular fall drink
Down:
1. Type of sweet apple

2. A prominent coating for
apples
3. Final baseball game of the
season
4. November holiday
5. These fall from trees
6. Often carved in October

SAT. OCT. 12
2nd Annual Wildcat
bRUNch 5K
10 a.m. • Recreation E. Patio
Registration $20
Come out for a morning run with
food, fun, and friends! Contact
University Recreation to register.
Wildcat Tailgate
4:30 p.m. • Tomlinson Stadium
Join the pre-game fun
with music, games, eating
competitions and more!
Hypnotist chrisjones
10 p.m. • SURC Ballroom • Free
A hypnotist, comedian, and
close-up magician, chrisjones
has performed live interactive
shows at colleges across the
nation.

I am so sorry to hear of your
tea drinking turmoil. If you want
to know the honest truth: teas
are a respectable drink. They are
easy to make and delicious. I
might recommend adding some
cinnamon or vanilla to amp it
up. However, if my validation is
not enough to bare the ridicule
of your clearly intolerant peers,
I might recommend my personal
favorite drink for this fall season:
a honey cinnamon soy latte. It’s
not basic like pumpkin spice
lattes, but the cinnamon still
gives you nice fall flavors.
If that doesn’t sound like your
cup of tea, I wouldn’t worry
about it. Most drinks you order
are completely valid. Heck, I
have had two people before 9
a.m. order lattes with ice cream
at the bottom. Whole scoops
of ice cream before their day is
even started. I was in awe and
they were happy. So I’d ditch
the bozos discouraging your tea
drinking ways and chug that hot
plant water! However, there is
one thing I ask of you: for the
love of God—don’t order decaf.
If you are worried about
respect, you will lose it all if you
order or drink decaf. I am not
messing around, for your sake,
the barista’s and the world’s: do
not order decaf. Drinking decaf
violates the essence and beauty
of coffee. It is a historic beverage that has been a staple in a
multitude of cultures. Suburban
moms across the country make
Facebook posts about how they
need caffeine and each post
gets at least two likes. Without
caffeine, there is absolutely no
point other than a mere vessel of
bitter water and whatever sugary
syrups are added to the drink. So
if you need to keep the caffeine
levels low, just stick to tea.
Drink responsibly,
Your Local Barista

FULL SCHEDULE AT:
CWU.EDU/HOMECOMING

Crossword Answers
1 across: Halloween; 2 across: Autumn; 3 across: apple
cider; 1 down: Honeycrisp; 2 down: caramel; 3 down:
World Series; 4 down: Thanksgiving; 5 down: leaves;
6 down: pumpkins

Teagan Kimbro

